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Introduction

Social network analysis (SNA) has become an inevitable tool for the prosperity of modern
civilisation. It is used extensively in a wide range of applications and disciplines. SNA is
being realised as the defacto tool for governance, healthcare, business, marketing, human
resource management, defence, politics, and communication support. The details of
modern SNA advances can be found in Scott (2017). However, the process of
accumulating relational information from structured/unstructured sources, modelling
networks, and extracting actionable information requires expertising in several
knowledge domains. In the past few decades, plenty of network analysis methods
were developed to obtain knowledge from a variety of social networks. These
methods were developed to examine connected/disconnected, weighted/unweighted,
directed/undirected, bipartite, or labelled network. Henceforth, it has now possible to
identify important actors, recognise communities, network propagation modelling, user
attribute and behaviour analysis, community-maintained resource support, location-based
interaction analysis, social sharing and filtering, recommender systems development, link
prediction and entity resolution, and many more. Therefore, it is essential to aggregate the
techniques to construct a complete life cycle of such analysis. Owing to this, in this
article we have carried out analysis of documents in the context of social networking. The
approach is illustrated by using a case study related to research contributions published
on betweenness centrality algorithm.

Research contributions published on betweenness centrality algorithm
Figure 1

Search trend over time for the terms ‘network analysis’ and ‘betweenness centrality’,
(a) search interest over time (b) regional search trend for the term ‘network analysis’
(c) regional search trend for the term ‘betweenness centrality’ (see online version
for colours)
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Figure 1
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Search trend over time for the terms ‘network analysis’ and ‘betweenness centrality’,
(a) search interest over time (b) regional search trend for the term ‘network analysis’
(c) regional search trend for the term ‘betweenness centrality’ (continued) (see online
version for colours)

(c)

In SNA, the betweenness centrality measure is used to rank network actors to quantify
the degree of control as an intermediary during a flow. Over the past decades, the
algorithm has been considered as an inevitable measure for analysing spread of disease;
finding actors to stop propagation of rumour; identifying linked terrorist groups and
subgroups; identifying most critical units in the power grid; determining crucial routers
on the internet; central locations for securing transportation, and many more. The
importance of such analysis can be expressed using the search trend. In Figure 1(a) the
trend of interest obtained from Google trend indicating the importance of two topics
‘network analysis’ and ‘betweenness centrality’ has been presented. It is observed that
the interest of ‘network analysis’ has got popularity mainly in the eastern Asia. The term
‘betweenness centrality’ has got popularity in the United States. This is because of 9/11
terrorist attack. The US research has gained more interest in identifying terrorist links.
The standard metric for computing the betweenness centrality score proposed by
Freeman (1977) demands O(n3) time, where n is the size of a given network. In the digital
era – data collection, processing, and storage have become extremely easy. As a result,
the size of the network with obtained data becomes huge. Henceforth, in preceding
decades studies were conducted extensively to improve algorithmic performance
primarily with the view of enhancing timeliness for the large-scale networks. Researchers
considered the standard metric for further optimisation and proposed a list of
improvements in many directions. At the initial stage, a better optimisation using graph
traversal was proposed by Brandes (2001). Based on the tuned algorithm, betweenness
centrality algorithm was further developed towards parallel execution in both core-based
processors (Madduri et al., 2009; Shi and Zhang, 2011; McLaughlin and Bader, 2014) as
well as for the heterogeneous environment (Vetter et al., 2011; Sariyüce et al., 2013;
Bernaschi et al., 2016). Approximation algorithms (Bader et al., 2007; Pfeffer and Carley,
2012; Ostrowski, 2015) have come up. Algorithms for the dynamic and growing network
(Green et al., 2012; Jia et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2012) have been proposed. Group-based
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scoring techniques (Kolaczyk et al., 2007, 2009; Dolev et al., 2009) have come.
Techniques that considers not only shortest paths but also includes other paths (Bozzo
and Franceschet, 2012; Avrachenkov et al., 2013) have been suggested.
After recognising the algorithmic diversity for computing betweenness centrality
score, we have planned to analyse the network of published research articles related to
the betweenness centrality algorithm. Furthermore, the bipartite network of the articles
and their corresponding authors, and the network of the related co-authors have been
analysed. In this work, we have named these three networks as
1

article

2

article-author

3

author network respectively.

To summarise the case study, we have organised the paper as follows. In Section 2, we
have presented the methodology of data collection, pre-processing, dataset preparation,
and the method of network modelling. In Section 3, the strategy of network analysis has
been discussed for all three networks. One interesting thing we observed is that the basic
characteristics and the structure of the three modeled networks are distinguished from
each other. The article network is a directed and unweighted network; the article-author
network is an undirected, unweighted, and two-mode network. Author network is an
undirected and weighted network. Therefore different strategies have been adapted to
mine these three networks. During the discussion, we have simultaneously presented our
findings.
For the convenience of the working, we have chosen R as the base data processing
and network analysis tool with packages like ‘httr’, ‘rjson’, ‘igraph’, ‘ggplot2’, and ‘tm’
on Linux platform.

2

Data collection and network modelling

For the sake of the analysis – gathering related research publications, extracting metadata,
pre-processing, and modelling networks are essential. In the succeeding section, we have
presented the mechanisms.

2.1 Collecting bibliographic metadata
With a target to build article, article-author, and author network from the published
research articles related to betweenness centrality algorithm - first, it was essential to
collect related published research articles along with their bibliographic metadata. For
this, two different approaches have been followed to derive the intended data. The
proposals are
1

harvesting bibliographic metadata from well established digital library

2

extracting data from an extensive collection of structured bibliography data – stored
as multiple large text files maintaining relational structure.

Figure 2 shows a black box view of the overall data collection, pre-processing,
aggregation, and the network modelling steps.
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Since the search criterion is to collect information on published research articles
related to the developed betweenness centrality algorithm, we assumed that the title of the
article must contain both the terms ‘betweenness’ and ‘centrality’.
Figure 2

Blackbox view of data collection, pre-processing, aggregation, and network modelling
steps (see online version for colours)

2.1.1 Harvesting bibliographic data from digital library
2.1.1.1 SOURCE 1: the DBLP computer science bibliography
The Digital Bibliography and Library Project (DBLP) service maintained by the
University of Trier and the Schloss Dagstuhl provides open bibliographic information on
major computer science journals and proceedings (Ley et al., 1993). As on 5 July 2016
DBLP indexes 3,399,938 publications, 1,743,478 authors, 4,825 conferences, and 1,482
journals. Besides the standard search interface located at http://dblp.uni-trier.de/, DBLP
further provides a search API that receives a custom search query for harvesting
published research article’s bibliographic metadata in a recognised format. The API uses
a RESTful interface to enforce simple, straightforward communication and
programmatically accelerate bibliographic data collection. As of now the DBLP search
API offers three major search services
1

publications

2

persons (authors/editors)

3

venues (journals/conferences/etc.).
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The RESTful API reference URL pointing these services is http://dblp.dagstuhl.de/
search/<service>/api, where, <service> can be one of ‘publ’, ‘author’, or ‘venue’ for the
publication, author, or venue service respectively.
With a proper API service URL, parameters like q (key to search), format (response
format – recognised values are ‘xml’, ‘json’, and ‘jsonp’), h (hits: maximum number of
search items – limited to 1,000 max for the bandwidth stipulation), f (first hit number), c
(maximum number of completion terms) needs to be used to obtain a proper request URI.
By default, the search API renders XML response. However, they also support JSON and
JSONP response type. For our convenience, JSON response has been obtained.
In this data collection, as our primary focus for this work is in building the article,
article-author, and author network – we have utilised DBLP publication service.
Hence, the request with URI http://dblp.dagstuhl.de/search/publ/api?q=betweenness%
20centrality&h=500&format=json has been triggered. Package ‘httr’ has been used to
send and receive the HTTP request-response. With this HTTP request, DBLP returns 140
items (article with bibliographic metadata) along with additional response metadata as a
JSON stream. In Listing 1, a sample article’s bibliographic metadata for the article “An
approximate flow betweenness centrality measure for complex network.” (Jia-Rui et al.,
2013) retrieved from DBLP has been presented in JSON structure.
Listing 1

A sample article’s bibliographic metadata in JSON format received from the DBLP
API (see online version for colours)

{
"@score":"2",
"@id":"617428",
"info":{
"title":"An Approximate Flow betweenness centrality Measure
for Complex Network.",
"authors":{
"author":[
"Jia-Rui Liu",
"Shize Guo",
"Zhe-Ming Lu",
"Fa-Xin Yu",
"Hui Li"
]
},
"venue":"IEICE Transactions",
"volume":"96-D",
"number":"3",
"pages":"727-730",
"year":"2013",
"type":"Journal Articles",
"url":"http://dblp.org/rec/journals/ieicet/LiuGLYL13"
},
"url":"URL#617428"
}

To process the JSON stream and to convert the bibliographies to appropriate tabular form
(‘data.frame’ in R), package ‘rjson’ has been adopted. As a necessity for the singular
value for the table cell, author names from authors JSON array have been combined by
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comma as the separator. ID provided by dblp for each item has been considered as a
record ID. The final article dataset comprises of 10 fields (‘id’, ‘title’, ‘authors’, ‘venue’,
‘year’, ‘type’, ‘url’, ‘pages’, ‘volume’, ‘number’) with 140 records.
After a thorough checking of the collected dataset, we observed that the bibliographic
metadata for a few articles related to the betweenness centrality algorithm was missing.
For instance, “Brandes, U. (2001) ‘A faster algorithm for betweenness centrality*’,
Journal of Mathematical Sociology, Vol. 25, No. 2, pp.163–177.”, which is one of the
most cited research articles for the search criterion – was not found in the collected
DBLP dataset. Hence we have examined ‘CrossRef’.

2.1.1.2 SOURCE 2: CrossRef
CrossRef is the official digital object identifier (DOI) registration agency of the
International DOI Foundation. To make content easy to find, link, cite and assess –
CrossRef index scholarly published articles. “CrossRef does it in five ways: rallying the
community, tagging the metadata, running a shared infrastructure, playing with new
technology, and making tools and services to improve research communications”
(CrossRef, 2000). As on 10 July 2016 CrossRef indexes total 82,142,908 records. In
http://www.crossref.org/06members/53status.html, more details and up to date statistics
can be found.
As like DBLP, CrossRef also provides both search interface and a RESTful API for
harvesting bibliographic data. However, our preference goes to API-based access for its
programming ability towards automated data collection along with a structured response.
https://github.com/CrossRef/rest-APIdoc/blob/master/rest_api.md provides the API
documentation. As of date – 6 top-level services, namely
1

articles

2

funders

3

members

4

prefixes

5

types

6

journals have been defined by CrossRef.

For this work, the ‘Articles service’ is most appropriate and sufficient. By default, the
API returns bibliographic metadata in JSON format. Hence, the request with the URI
http://api.crossref.org/article?query.title=%22betweenness%20centrality%22&sort=relev
ance&rows=1000&cursor=* pulls the required JSON stream. The API request found
3,121 total matched article. However, ‘data rate limit’ defined by the API restricts
maximum 1000 articles to be fetched by a single request. To overcome this limitation,
CrossRef provides a ‘cursor based mechanism’ to recursively crawl the API in a stateful
way for the large volume finding. In Listing 2 a sample article’s bibliographic metadata
for the same article “An approximate flow betweenness centrality measure for complex
network.” (Jia-Rui et al., 2013) retrieved using the CrossRef API has been presented in
JSON structure.

Research contributions published on betweenness centrality algorithm
Listing 2
{

}
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A sample article’s bibliographic metadata in JSON format received from the CrossRef
API (see online version for colours)

"indexed":{
"date-parts":[[2015, 12, 27]],
"date-time":"2015-12-27T09:34:16Z",
"timestamp":1451208856506
},
"reference-count":16,
"publisher":"Institute of Electronics, Information and
Communications Engineers (IEICE)",
"issue":"3",
"published-print":{"date-parts":[[2013]]},
"DOI":"10.1587\/transinf.e96.d.727",
"type":"journal-article",
"created":{
"date-parts":[[2013, 3, 1]],
"date-time":"2013-03-01T14:19:32Z",
"timestamp":1362147572000
},
"page":"727-730",
"source":"CrossRef",
"title":["An Approximate Flow betweenness centrality
Measure for Complex Network"],
"prefix":"http:\/\/id.crossref.org\/prefix\/10.1587",
"volume":"E96.D",
"author":[
{"affiliation":[], "family":"LIU", "given":"Jia-Rui"},
{"affiliation":[], "family":"GUO", "given":"Shi-Ze"},
{"affiliation":[], "family":"LU", "given":"Zhe-Ming"},
{"affiliation":[], "family":"YU", "given":"Fa-Xin"},
{"affiliation":[], "family":"LI", "given":"Hui"}
],
"member":"http:\/\/id.crossref.org\/member\/532",
"container-title":[
"IEICE Transactions on Information and Systems",
"IEICE Trans. Inf. ^|^ Syst."
],
"deposited":{
"date-parts":[[2013, 3, 1]],
"date-time":"2013-03-01T14:20:30Z",
"timestamp":1362147630000
},
"score":1.6668447,
"subtitle":[],
"issued":{"date-parts":[[2013]]},
"URL":"http:\/\/dx.doi.org\/10.1587\/transinf.e96.d.727",
"ISSN":["0916-8532", "1745-1361"],
"subject":[
"Hardware and Architecture",
"Electrical and Electronic Engineering",
"Software",
"Artificial Intelligence",
"Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition"
]
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The incoming JSON response stream was processed similarly to build up a R
‘data.frame’. The final CrossRef dataset consists of 11 fields (‘id’, ‘title’, ‘authors’,
‘venue’, ‘publisher’, ‘year’, ‘type’, ‘url’, ‘pages’, ‘volume’, ‘number’) with 3121 records.
For the CrossRef dataset, the article’s DOI has been used as the corresponding record ID.

2.1.2 Process large bibliography data stored in text files
2.1.2.1 SOURCE 1: Microsoft academic graph – from Microsoft research
“The Microsoft academic graph (MAG) is a heterogeneous graph containing scientific
publication records, citation relationships between those publications, as well as authors,
institutions, journals and conference ‘venues’ and fields of study. This graph is used to
power experiences in Bing, Cortana, and in Microsoft Academic” (Sinha et al., 2015).
The MAG data can be collected in two ways
1

access the Microsoft academic graph via the Microsoft cognitive services academic
knowledge API via http://aka.ms/academicapi

2

older snapshots of the MAG available as a set of zipped text files stored in Microsoft
Azure blob storage and downloadable via HTTP.

For this work, the older snapshots of the MAG data have been obtained from
https://academicgraph.blob.core.windows.net/graph/index.html, which is updated until
5 February 2016. The data has been taken purposefully to experience some big data
processing using traditional computing environment. The MAG data is a single zip file of
size 28.9GB when compressed and 104GB when uncompressed. The bibliographic
metadata in MAG are stored in 14 text files in a relational structure. Fields in the text
files are tab delimited. Each file represents a single relation; therefore few files become
too large in size to be processed by a single CPU. The large files are – Papers.txt
(29.3GB), PaperReferences.txt (10.0GB), PaperUrls.txt (39.8GB), Authors.txt (2.9GB),
and PaperAuthorAffiliations.txt (18.7GB). As memory is one of the most vexing issues in
R, it was difficult and impractical to process such large files in a single CPU. As we have
experienced, the regular LINUX grep command took a couple of hours to days to process
large files. Therefore, two strategies
1

split

2

parallel execution was considered.

The power of ‘GNU parallel’ was utilised to execute the regular LINUX commands
parallelly and to extract required data rows in a more efficient manner. Batch processing
model using three CPUs having four, four, and eight cores respectively connected to a
Gbps network was used for the extraction process. To process the large files and to
improve speed by reducing recurrence read, first, the files having more than 10MB have
been split into ‘10MB lines’ chunks. Then lines from Papers.txt containing the terms
‘betweenness’ and ‘centrality’ were extracted to a new file. As MAG data is a relational
data – authors, PapersAuthors, papers URL information was stored as separate files. In
the third step, all IDs related to the extracted papers were accumulated in a new file. All
authors and papers URL related to these IDs were extracted. Using R all this information
was combined to make an equivalent tabular data. The non-existing fields were filled
with NAs.
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In Listing 3, three sample LINUX commands for extracting required information
have been presented, and we have observed an average of 4.5 min was taken to process
large files.
Listing 3

Sample LINUX commands for processing MAG data

# Split large files into 10MB lines
find msg/ -maxdepth 1 -type f -size +10M |
time parallel --eta split --line-bytes=10M
--numeric-suffixes=1 --suffix-length=4 --additionalsuffix=".txt"
--elide-empty-files {} msg/prt/{/.}/{/.}_
# Articles having betweenness and centrality
time parallel --eta grep -E –I "betweenness. *
centrality|centrality .* betweenness" >> "BCAlgoPapers.txt" :::
msg/prt/Papers/*
# Extract article IDs
awk -F$’\t’ ’{print $1}’ "BCAlgoPapers.txt" >
"BCAlgoPaperIDs.txt"

2.2 Data aggregation and cleaning
As the data are obtained from three different sources, they need to be aggregated by
keeping best entries. Correction of wrong data is also highly demanded. Below we
present the methodology.

2.2.1 Cleaning 1: removing unnecessary article
One of the primary observations on collected betweenness centrality article datasets is –
DBLP returns 140, CrossRef returns 3,121, and Microsoft academic graph returns 197
published articles. However, all the articles were not directly associated with the
improvement of the betweenness centrality algorithm. In these datasets, a significant
amount of articles related to the applications of betweenness centrality was present.
Secondly, we wanted that both the words should present in the title (an AND operation).
However, in the response JSON of CrossRef API, we found it used the OR operation
instead. The API returned articles that contain either of the words present in the title. The
third observation was that the MAG data was not errored free, we found few duplicate
entries and different IDs for the same article. Fourthly it is observed that few entries
contained non-English entries.
To overcome these problems
1

it was necessity to translate the non-English entries to English using Google
translation

2

duplicate entries have been resolved in extracted MAG data by replacing all
duplicate IDs with first entry, then removing duplicates

3

by applying a local filter using a simple R ‘grepl’ function to filter out only the
articles that contained both the terms ‘betweenness’ and ‘centrality’ in the title.

After this cleaning 140, 163, and 197 articles were left in the DBLP, CrossRef, and MAG
respectively.
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2.2.2 Aggregation
All these three collected datasets needed to be combined into a single dataset. Since there
was no standard ID field present in these three differently sourced datasets, matching the
article using the combination of article title, authors, and publication years seemed to be
a good solution to combine them. However, the representation of this information was
not similar for all three datasets. There were differences such as the existence of period
(.), hyphens (-) which are present in one set but are absent in other datasets for the same
article. In few entries, authors’ names are abbreviated.
To overcome this issue, a key generation strategy was implemented. The key is a
string which includes all first characters of title and authors suffixed by the publication
year. For instance the key for “Brandes, U. (2001) ‘A faster algorithm for betweenness
centrality*’, Journal of Mathematical Sociology, Vol. 25, No. 2, pp.163–177’.” becomes
‘AFAFBCBU2001’. Again it was found that there were some wrong entries for the field
year in the dataset. Henceforth, the key generation strategy was not adequate to overcome
this problem.
A second methodology was adopted using cosine distance. A cosine distance of two
strings A and B can be expressed as Dc(A, B) = 1 – Sc(A, B), where, cosine similarity Sc(A,
B) of strings A and B gives a useful measure of how similar two documents are likely to
be in terms of content (Singhal, 2001) and can be calculated using equation (1). To
measure two strings cosine similarity score, each word’s frequency has been considered
as a vector value. Cosine distance of strings made by combining title, authors, and years
was calculated for every combination of three datasets. A cut-off threshold of 0.75 on the
distance scores helped in preparing the unique dataset. To resolve incorrect entries in
fields, majority vote strategy was followed to get the appropriate value of the fields. In
the combination step, paper IDs provided by MAG has been retained as MAG data is a
relational data. For the non-existing MAG IDs, some random IDs are entered manually.

Sc ( A, B) = cos(θ ) =

A× B
A∗B

(1)

2.2.3 Cleaning 2: removing article that are not related
After combining all three collected datasets – it was again essential to remove articles
which are not related to the ‘betweenness centrality algorithm’ but still, contains both the
terms ‘betweenness’ and ‘centrality’ in the title. For this article, as the combined dataset
size having only 224 entries; we have manually removed the unwanted entries judging by
the title, abstract, and conclusion. However, a better approach for large dataset using
machine learning based binary classification on texts (Joachims, 1998; McCallum et al.,
1998) can be applied.
The final article datasets contain 110 rows with 11 attributes.

2.3 Extraction of full text and subparts from PDFs
As this work focus on modelling networks, it was essential to extract bibliographic
references for each article. Therefore, obtaining full texts and subparts from PDFs were
necessary. Preserving title, abstract, and conclusion for every document were needed to
for text mining and labelling the articles into seven different categories.
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2.3.1 TOOL 1: subparts extraction using the tool ‘pdfextract’ by CrossRef
CrossRef provides an open source tool named ‘pdfextract’ for extracting subparts from
PDFs especially from scholarly articles. Initially, a quick try was given to extract the
titles and references in XML format. However, it was observed that the tool was not able
to extract all the information correctly. Due to different publication layouts, the tool was
not able to extract the appropriate title for some instances. It was also observed that the
tool was not able to extract all references from PDFs correctly.

2.3.2 TOOL 2, 3, 4: extract full text from PDFs using ‘pdftotext’, ‘Apache
PDFBox’, ‘Apache Tika’
A Linux based tool ‘pdfinfo’ can help in extracting metadata from PDFs, but not all PDFs
have useful embedded metadata in it. Thus pdfinfo was not appropriate for this purpose.
To extract full texts from PDFs suitability of Linux tool ‘pdftotext’, and Javabased
‘Apache PDFBox’, ‘Apache Tika’ were tested. It was observed that the Linux-based tool
‘pdftotext’ preserves unnecessary information extracted from PDFs files such as newline
character (\n) at the end of each line. Therefore finding lines and paragraphs becomes
difficult, and adds in complexity which needs extra effort to clean up.
Java-based tools ‘Apache PDFBox’ and ‘Apache Tika’ work as desired. For this
work, the pre-built Apache Tika binary ‘tika-app-1.13.jar’ and ‘pdfbox-app- 2.0.2.jar’
have been used to extract texts directly from the Linux command line thereby negating
the need for extra programming. In Listing 4 the command used for text extraction has
been shown.
Listing 4

Extracting full texts from PDFs

# Extract using Apache tika
for file in *.pdf; do
java -jar tika-app-1.13.jar --text-main "$file" > "$file.txt";
done
# Extract using Apache PDFBox
for file in *.pdf; do
java -jar pdfbox-app-2.0.2.jar ExtractText "$file"
"$file.txt";
done

To extract subparts, R Perl-based regular expression has been used. As the targeted
domain is restricted, we searched for first lines that contained both the terms
‘betweenness’ and ‘centrality’ for the title. We observed that for a few PDFs the term
ABSTRACT was given as A B S T R A C T, and for few other PDFs the term
KEYWORD came in the immediate next line of the term ABSTRACT in the extracted
texts. We also observed that 11 PDFs does not contain the word Abstract. One
observation on published research articles is abstract is the first one or two longest
paragraphs. Therefore, for extracting the content of ABSTRACT, a line by line iterative
strategy has been applied. As the keywords contain prominent information, they also
have been extracted by judging a maximum 20 words line that contains 1–3 words
separated by a comma. Similarly, the conclusion has been extracted identifying longest
lines that appear after the line that contains terms CONCLUSION or FUTURE till the
line having a small word count. References have been extracted by extracting medium
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length lines appears after the line contains REFERENCE till next line having a small
word count.

2.4 Network modelling
An essential part of published research articles is embedding review of literature of the
subject. The literature needs to be acknowledged by pointing a list of references to prior
publications. A citation represents a relationship between the cited and citing documents.
Henceforth, the domain inherently becomes a directed network. In a citation network,
article-B referring article-A indicates a directed link from article-B to article-A. MAG
datasets provide ‘PaperReferences.txt’, which contains the references information of the
article representing the article network link. UNIX ‘grep’ command was executed
parallelly on PaperReferences chunks to extract required referral information. Then awk,
sort and uniq commands were used to merge both columns and to find all referral
article’s unique IDs. With this unique ID set, searches were run on the paper chunks to
extract corresponding article details. The extraction steps were repeated to extract
detailed bibliographic information for these unique IDs and were finally stored in a
tabular format. An extra Boolean field was added to the article dataset - indicating
whether the article is an algorithm article or a non-algorithm article used in reference.
Finally, new sequential numbers as IDs were assigned for article and authors preserving
old IDs with the help of hash map.

2.5 Snapshot of prepared dataset
2.5.1 Article network
The prepared article dataset is a directed and unweighted network. The network is
defined by two files
1

Article.csv

2

ArticleReferences.csv.

The ‘Article.csv’ preserves network nodes information containing the attributes for every
article and is separated by commas. Attributes will be useful for the analysis of network
using different node properties. ArticleReferences.txt contains network link information
indicating the reference pattern.
In the network modelling, as the references that do not contain at least one of 110
targeted article has not considered. By this data collection strategy, the non-algorithm
nodes carry missing links.

2.5.2 Article-author network
The article-author network is an undirected, unweighted, disconnected, and bipartite
network. In this network, every article is associated with one or many authors, and an
author has at least one or many papers. According to the modelled network, there is no
direct connection between any two pairs of articles and no direct connection between any
two pairs of authors. For the sake of simplicity, the network is stored in edge list format
containing only article ID and author ID. For this work, only targeted 110 articles are
considered.
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2.5.3 Author network
The authors’ network is an undirected and weighted network build using the authors of
110 articles only. The data is stored in edge list format with three fields
1

author ID-1

2

author ID-2, and connection weight.

The connection weight represents relation strength among two authors regarding the
number of publications as co-author.
In Figure 3, the concept of these three networks has been presented.
Figure 3

Three different types of networks that can be formed using the published research
articles, (a) article-article (b) article-author (c) author-author

(a)

3

(b)

(c)

Method of analysis and findings

The analysis tries to investigate and explore the reference patterns, research impact,
knowledge flow, and constructing the knowledge network from the scholarly research
article related to the betweenness centrality algorithm. The analysis also tries to highlight
the evolution of the betweenness centrality algorithm. The research tries to identify
valued article, proficient authors, experts with the specialisation, and highly effective
groups.

3.1 Labelling article to appropriate category
It was observed that there are seven prominent categories of the betweenness centrality
algorithm. The categories are Ulrik Brandes implementation of classical formula and
further improvements; shared memory based parallelism; distributed memory parallelism;
shatter and compression based recursion; centrality score approximation; score update on
evolving network; beyond shortest path for centrality score, collective betweenness
centrality score for a group of elements. In this article, seven groups are labelled as
1

approximation

2

basic

3

dynamic
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4

group

5

parallel

6

random-walk

7

shatter-compression and are self-explanatory.

Network-based approach and text labelling techniques are used to label the article to the
appropriate category.

3.1.1 Approach 1: network analysis for document tagging
A network-based labelling approach (Day and Romero, 2001; Calado et al., 2003; Sen
et al., 2008) was considered to tag articles to an appropriate category. It was assumed that
the sub-network of articles having the same category must have a dense network. But in
practice, it differs. The reference pattern limits the network-based labelling.

3.1.2 Approach 2: content text mining based tagging
Content-based document classification method (Sebastiani, 2002; Calado et al., 2003) has
been used to tag appropriate article class. To understand the relative importance of words
present in the published research articles, to make a word dictionary for this analysis, and
to make a list of targeted terms – text mining approaches have been applied. It is
observed that the main category of a published document is quantitatively prominent in
the title, abstracts, keywords, and in conclusion/future work sections. Therefore, for every
article, corresponding corpuses have been made by sub-setting and combining all these
four sections. For the sake of text mining, prepared corpuses have been cleaned by –
transforming characters to lowercase; removing all punctuations, numbers, special
characters, and hyperlinks; removing stop words; stemming and converting to root words,
and replacing by synonyms (Tan et al., 1999; Feldman and Sanger, 2007). Then
document-term matrix and terms frequency have been calculated for every corpus. For
the corpus processing the package ‘tm’ has been used. Figure 4 displays the cumulative
term frequency of the terms present in the prepared corpus. For the simplicity of the
visualisation, in Figure 5 the WordCloud of the terms present in titles have been shown.
Figure 4

Cumulative term frequency of the corpus prepared by combining title, abstract,
keywords, and conclusion (see online version for colours)
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The WordCloud of the terms present in the title (see online version for colours)

Table 1

Sample term frequency for the targeted terms constructed from the document corpus

Article ID

1

2

3

4

Article ID: article

Approxim

2

0

8

0

1

Hayashi et al. (2015)

Compress

0

0

0

0

2

Bernaschi et al. (2015)

Dynam

9

0

0

0

3

Riondato and Kornaropoulos (2014)

Group

0

0

0

0

4

Brandes (2001)

Parallel

0

7

0

0

Random

0

0

2

0

Shatter

0

0

0

0

Walk

0

0

0

0

For tagging an appropriate category to an article, a vector indicating term frequency for
the list of targeted terms as mentioned at the beginning of the section has been created
from the corresponding article’s corpus. In Table 1 sample vectors have been presented in
tabular form for the documents with ID 1, 2, 3, and 4.
K-means clustering (Capó et al., 2017) with k value seven has been applied to group
the documents into seven classes and label the article according to class membership.

3.2 Article network analysis
For the sake of the visualisation and statistical network analysis – the article’s network
has been modelled using the R network analysis package ‘igraph’.
In Figure 6 the article network has been presented. Here each node represents an
article. An arrow represents a link indicating article at back has referred the arrow-headed
article. The network is plotted using circular layout. Nodes are coloured according to
article category and are sized related to their in-degree values, i.e., the number of citation
received. For the high in-degree nodes article ID has been printed. For this network
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cumulative degree and out-degree measure do not provide much meaningful information,
therefore, most of the cases they are being purposefully ignored.
Figure 6

Article network visualised in a circular layout, nodes are shaped according to the
number of citation received and coloured by article category (see online version
for colours)

To understand the citation pattern – in-degree distribution of the article network have
been plotted. It is observed that the network follows the heavy-tailed power law
distribution1. In Figure 7(a), the in-degree distribution of the article network has been
presented in log-log scale. The fitted straight line displayed as dotted blue colour on the
log-log plot is the signature of the power law. Therefore, the network is a scale-free
network (Barabási et al., 2000). In Figure 7(b), the in-degree frequency histogram has
been presented. The histogram indicates – the majority of the articles have received very
few citations, but a few articles have a large number of citations. The phenomena
established the theorem of ‘rich get richer’ for the scale-free network (Wang and Chen,
2003).
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Figure 7

Citation (in-degree) analysis for the article network, (a) in-degree distribution of
citations in log-log scale (b) histogram of in-degree (see online version for colours)

(a)

(b)
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Table 2

Statistics of article citation

Sl.

Citation count

Article count

Cumulative article count

Citation %

1

67

1

1

29.26

2

48

1

2

50.23

3

25

1

3

61.14

4

22

2

5

70.74

5

17

1

6

78.17

6

12

1

7

83.41

7

10

2

9

87.77

8

7

2

11

90.81

9

6

3

14

93.45

10

5

3

17

95.63

11

4

4

21

97.37

12

3

4

25

98.69

13

2

7

32

99.56

14

1

17

49

100

15

0

67

110

100

Table 3

A network level summary of article network

Property
Type

Value
Directed, unweighted, connected, scale-free network

Publications

110

References

339

Degree

Diameter

MIN

MAX

AVG

MODE

In

0

67

3.1

NA

Out

0

16

3.1

NA

Directed: 4
Path: {93 -> 85 -> 31 -> 32 -> 69}
Undirected: 5
Path: {58-16-14-21-4-90}

Density

0.02827356

Hubs

Score > 0.75
Count: 7
Articles (ID: score): {(83, 1), (94: 0.90), (85: 0.87), (81: 0.82), (53, 0.83),
(93: 0.79), (84: 0.79)}

Authorities

Score > 0.75
Count: 2
Articles (ID: score): {(14, 1), (21: 0.77)}

Transitivity

Global: 0.1798643

Components

17; largest component size: 94

Reciprocity

0
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The network contains 61 articles (55%) that do not receive any citation from the
published research articles related to betweenness centrality algorithm. Top 5 article
reached 78% of the total citation. It is also observed that 90% published research articles
related to betweenness centrality algorithm receives less than or equals to ten citations.
Therefore, it can be stated that there are a few articles that have the major contribution as
compared to other regarding algorithmic development. In Table 2 a details statistics have
been presented.
A network level summary and the statistical properties of the article network have
been presented in Table 3.
In Figure 8, year wise publication frequency has been presented. It is observed that
the number of publications increases as the year progress.
Figure 8

Table 4

Year wise publication frequency (see online version for colours)

Top 5 article IDs for different centrality measures

Sl

In-degree

Closeness

Between

PageRank

1

14

21

11

21

2

21

14

81

14

3

47

9

14

47

4

101

101

27

101

5

11

49

85

9

Centrality measures (Bonacich, 1987; Jackson et al., 2008) have been applied to
understand the importance of every individual article. The article network is a directed
network. Therefore, both in-degree and out-degree centrality scores have been calculated.
However, to understand the importance of article – it is essential to know the number of
citations an article received. According to the convention, if an article received more
citations that means the article is much more worthy or in other terms, an article is highly
valued if it has a higher in-degree centrality as compared to others. Closeness centrality
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scores for every article have been calculated to understand which articles are more central
and have a relatively less distance. Therefore it indicates the chances to reach to the
article and to get a citation from the future articles. Betweenness centrality to understand
a possible new direction, and PageRank to understand prestige of an article. All these
centrality scores have been calculated on a normalised scale. Table 4 presents ID of top 5
articles according to different centrality measures. Table 5 shows a snapshot of the
centrality scores for the highly important articles.
Table 5

Key article centrality scores

ID

In-degree

Closeness

Between

PageRank

4

0.01264

0.012649

0.042194

0.026632

6

0.00970

0.009709

0.000000

0.007824

7

0.01330

0.013304

0.008439

0.016675

13

0.01010

0.010100

0.000000

0.010388

22

0.01000

0.010000

0.388186

0.008869

Different centrality scores define importance in different point of views. To identify the
top 10 important articles in a combined view, top 20 article IDs have been kept along
with rank for all centrality types. Then highest frequency articles have been taken.
Table 6 lists top 5 article.
Table 6

Top 5 published research articles related to betweenness centrality algorithm

ID

Published research article

21

Freeman, L.C. (1977) ‘A set of measures of centrality based on betweenness’, Sociometry,
pp.35–41.
Frequency: 4, citation: 48, category: approximation

14

Brandes, U. (2001) ‘A faster algorithm for betweenness centrality*’, Journal of
Mathematical Sociology, Vol. 25, No. 2, pp.163–177.
Frequency: 4, citation: 67, category: basic

11

Brandes, U. (2008) ‘On variants of shortest-path betweenness centrality and their generic
computation’, Social Networks, Vol. 30, No. 2, pp.136–145.
Frequency: 4, citation: 22, category: dynamic

47

Bader, D.A., Kintali, S., Madduri, K. and Mihail, M. (2007) ‘Approximating betweenness
centrality’, in International Workshop on Algorithms and Models for the Web-Graph,
December, pp.124–137, Springer Berlin Heidelberg.
Frequency: 4, citation: 25, category: dynamic

81

Lee, M.J., Lee, J., Park, J.Y., Choi, R.H. and Chung, C.W. (2012) ‘Qube: a quick
algorithm for updating betweenness centrality’, in Proceedings of the 21st International
Conference on World Wide Web, April, ACM, pp.351–360.

In Figure 9(a) the distribution of article’s age vs. the number of citations has been plotted.
The fitted line (dotted) indicates that ‘as article getting older, the number of citations also
increases’. It supports the social theory ‘rich get richer’. In Figure 9(b) the correlation of
article’s age and the number of citations has been shown. According to the pie chart, they
are moderately and positively correlated with a degree of 0.42. Therefore, it can be stated
that all articles are not equally significant for the progress of research. Although, good
articles got citations along with their age.
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Analysis of citations related to age, (a) age vs. citations for the published articles
(b) correlation of article age and the number of citations (see online version for colours)

(a)

(b)

3.3 Article-author analysis: the two-mode network analysis
The article-author network is an undirected, unweighted, disconnected, and bipartite
network as discussed in Section 2.5. In Figure 10, the following two-mode network has
been presented. The network has been plotted using force-directed layout. Nodes
representing authors are represented using circle and nodes representing article are
plotted using square. Article nodes are shaped according to the inverse of the number of
authors and are coloured according to their category. Groups having more than one
publication are being highlighted. Figure 11(a) presents degree distribution of whole
article-author network; Figure 11(b) represents degree distribution of an article of the
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article-author network, and Figure 11(c) represents degree distribution of authors in the
article-author network. It is observed that the degree distribution of the whole
article-author network [Figure 11(a)] and the degree distribution of authors in the
article-author network [Figure 11(b)], i.e., the frequency of published article for each
author follow power-law. Degree distribution of article in the article-author network
[Figure 11(c)], i.e., the frequency of authors per article follows the normal distribution.
Figure 10 Article-author network: a two-mode graph (see online version for colours)

Notes: Articles are represented by squares and authors by circles. Article nodes are sized
according to the number of authors. Articles are coloured according to the article
category. Groups’ published more than two articles are highlighted.

Table 7 summarises the article-author network. It is observed that each article has an
average of 3 (2.82 in actual) authors and each author has an average of 1 (1.35 in actual)
article. Table 8 presents article category wise number of authors and in Figure 12
category wise publication frequency for every author is presented.
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Figure 11 Distribution of article-author network, (a) article-author network (b) number of authors
vs. number of publications (c) number of publications vs. number of authors
(see online version for colours)

(a)

(b)

(c)
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Table 7

Summary of article-author network

Property

Value

Type

Undirected, unweighted, disconnected, two-mode network

Nodes

340 (publication: 110; author: 230)

References

310

Degree

Min

Max

Avg

Median

Mode

Network

1

6

1.82

1

1

Article

1

6

2.82

3

3

Author

1

6

1.35

1

1

Diameter

7; path: {106-158-18-152-10-122-9-218}

Density

0.005379143

Hubs

Score > 0.75
Count: 6
Articles (ID: score): {(158, 1), (159: 1), (161: 1), (18: 0.91), (57, 0.91),
(106: 0.79)}

Authorities

Score > 0.75
Count: 6
Articles (ID: score): {(158, 1), (159: 1), (161: 1), (18: 0.91), (57, 0.91),
(106: 0.79)}

Transitivity

Global: 0

Components

69; largest component size: 19

Reciprocity

1

Table 8

Category wise authors count

Category

Author count

Basic

156

Approximation

73

Parallel

43

Dynamic

64

Random-walk

25

Group

26

Shatter-compression

5

In the article-author network analysis – there are 69 different groups. Here each network
components have been assumed as an independent group. Out of the 69 groups, 21
groups have more than one published research articles towards the improvement of
betweenness centrality algorithm. Groups 26, 4, 18, and 29 are relatively active in this
domain with 19, 18, 12, and 11 published research articles respectively. Groups 4, 29,
and 18 are having the maximum number of authors with ten, nine, and nine members
respectively.
Figure 13(a) shows the frequency distribution of the number of authors in each group.
In Figure 13(b), the histogram of article versus the number of authors has been shown.
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The group wise ratio for the number of articles as compared to the number of authors has
been detailed in Figure 13(c).
Figure 12 Category wise publication frequency for each author (see online version for colours)

Figure 13 Group wise frequency distribution of article-author network, (a) group wise author
frequency (b) group wise article frequency (c) group wise authors vs. number of
publications (see online version for colours)

(a)
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Figure 13 Group wise frequency distribution of article-author network, (a) group wise author
frequency (b) group wise article frequency (c) group wise authors vs. number of
publications (continued) (see online version for colours)

(b)

(c)

Few authors can be treated as experts by their publishing patterns. Author 170, 152, 158,
159, and 161 published 6, 5, 5, 5, and five articles respectively. Group 6, 21, 31 is
familiar with optimisation using the approximation, and they published two articles;
group 13 with three publications is focused on optimisation using parallel execution. The
larger group expertise in general optimisation. Group 8 is highly active by publishing
eight articles in generic improvement. Group 20 and 4 also has two published articles.
Group 26, 27 published two group-based scoring algorithm. With this pattern of natural
groups of similar interest, it can be recommended that the said groups can be combined
for further algorithmic improvement. To make the recommendation more accurate
hierarchical clustering (Johnson, 1967) has been applied to identify natural groups
according to the publication pattern. Figure 14 displays the groups in a circular
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dendrogram. Here we have chosen a cut-off of 7, and each group in the diagram has been
presented in different colour. In Figure 15 the correlation among groups according to the
nature of publication has been presented.
Figure 14 Author groups according to publication pattern presented in a circular dendrogram
(see online version for colours)

Figure 15 Correlation of category wise publication for each group (see online version for colours)

3.4 Author network analysis: analysis of preferential attachment
The author network is an undirected, weighted, and disconnected network. Nodes in this
diagram represent authors. A link represents two co-authors. The thickness representing
the weight of a link indicates the relation strength among two co-authors. Here the
relation strength represents numbers of the research article published by two authors as
co-authors. In Figure 16, the network has been plotted. In the diagram, nodes are shaped
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according to the betweenness centrality score. Groups of more than two authors are
highlighted.
Table 9

Summary of author network

Property
Type

Value
Undirected, weighted, disconnected

Nodes

230

References

298

Degree
Diameter

Min

Max

Avg

Median

Mode

0

9

2.59

2

2

Weighted: 6; path: {125-41-37-80}
Unweighted: 3; path: {48-42-12-108}

Density

0.01131574

Hubs

Score > 0.75
Count: 5
Articles (ID: score): {(39, 1), (41: 1), (111: 0.93), (125: 0.93), (164: 0.93)}

Authorities

Score > 0.75
Count: 5
Articles (ID: score): {(39, 1), (41: 1), (111: 0.93), (125: 0.93), (164: 0.93)}

Transitivity

Global: 0.8275862

Components

69; largest component size: 10

Reciprocity

1

Triangles

576

Figure 16 Betweenness centrality algorithm author’s network (see online version for colours)
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The network level summary has been presented in Table 9.
Figure 17(a) presents co-author frequency, and it shows the author network follows
the normal distribution. As the author network has been prepared by converting the
article-author network to one mode graph, the author network is disconnected and having
similar 68 groups. The author frequency distribution of the group has been presented in
Figure 17(b).
Figure 17 (a) Degree distribution (number of co-authors) of authors author’s network
(b) The frequency of group-wise authors count (see online version for colours)

(a)

(b)
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3.5 Extension and potential scalabilities
In the preceding sections, we have discussed methodologies for collecting relevant
research publications; data preparation regarding metadata extraction, cleaning,
aggregation, and document labelling; methods for modelling networks with different
properties; and techniques of analysis for extracting actionable information. In this work,
we have introduced a fewer part of parallelism utilising Linux GNU parallelism tool.
GNU parallel limits task parallelism up to available CPU cores. However, the task can be
scaled further using big data techniques such as utilising GPUs or distributed
environments. As we are well aware of research documents related to betweenness
centrality algorithms, we have applied targeted text-mining based approach for document
cleaning. Though, a pure machine learning-based text mining employed to the full
document would be desirable when prior knowledge is inadequate. It will also improve
document tagging or attributes labelling accuracy. Many new element level attribute can
be introduced by learning with machine learning that will open up new possibilities. It
would be further possible to analyse correlation among identified communities, and that
is how a link can be predicted for better collaboration. Fuzzy soft set theory can be
applied to predict the popularity of articles. Similar work for predicting the popularity of
social networking sites has been presented by Rajput and Khare (2016).

4

Conclusions

In this article, our primary focus is on investigating the structure of published research
articles through the use of network and graph theory. Therefore, with a complete case
study highlighting steps of data collection and pre-processing, we have made three type
of networks. In Section 3 we have analysed them and summarised various statistical
properties. We have identified good publications, authors, and active group. We also have
identified experts in the different category. We have observed most of the groups are
specialists in a single category. It is observed that people tried to ties with the authors
having good publication. As have verified – age of publication and number of citation are
positively correlated. Initially, it was thought that the sub-graphs for a category must
have the dense network, as compared to intra-connection. However, it is seen that the
reference pattern does not create such group.
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Notes
1
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In mathematics, the power law is a relationship between two quantities such that one is
proportional to a fixed power of the other. The power law can be expressed as y = αxk + ε.

